One thrust of UIUC's Science of Security center is development of quan ta ve models of security threats. Such models
can be used to inform decision‐makers, e.g., in alloca ng resources to improve security where the improvements have the
greatest impact.
This talk describes one aspect of this eﬀort, quan ta ve assessment of the threat of stepping‐stone a acks against cyber
assets that control physical systems such as the power grid. Our approach iden ﬁes poten al stepping stone a ack path‐
ways, and considers the problem of assessing the breadth and diﬃculty of acquiring such pathways. We show that in the
general case the problem of ﬁnding the easiest‐to‐exploit pathways is NP‐Hard, but that under less general assump ons
the assessment problem is tractable. We describe how to link such capability with impact assessment analysis used on
power grid models, to provide power grid operators priori zed iden ﬁca on of a ack pathways with greatest impact on
the opera on of the power grid.
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